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Driving industrial music with techno and synthpop undertones. Melodic, yet foreboding. For the dark

dancefloor and for dark moods. Totally underground. "Break the Ice" is the best example of what Bunker

Soldier is all about. 14 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Industrial, ELECTRONIC: Techno Details: "WOW!

Bunker Soldier was an unexpected find. They seemingly popped in from nowhere to kick some ass!" -In

Faction Ezine "Bunker Soldier absolutely rules! I was beginning to lose hope in new music." -DJ Batty /

Chicago industrial DJ / wickedness.com "Tim shows he is a master at the art of beat movement." -Marcus

Pan / Legends Magazine Ezine "Bunker Soldier won my heart." -Jessica Ocasio / Bleeding Minds Ezine

Congratulations! You have discovered the dark side of Bunker Soldier. This CD, his second full length

effort, was completely written and produced in his house after a very painful breakup with his ex-fiancee'.

The lyrics and music reflect those feelings of frustration. Not wanting the polished sound of his first album

"Quite A Dilemma", Tim used only his own studio equipment to record this cd giving it a lo-fi sound. The

recording is still crystal clear and bass heavy! Gone are the hip hop undertones. In... are the sounds of

early EBM. Tyran has always been an industrial / synthpop musician from day one. This cd is a favorite

amongst the hardcore industrial and gothic crowds with its' somber and sinister vibes. Tim has performed

shows from Florida to New York to Texas. Bunker Soldier was created in 1994 in a cold, dark warehouse

in Dallas, Texas. He has been writing electronic music since his junior high days back in 1984 in Upstate

New York. He has just released his follow up to "Innuendo" called "Triple Threat." He continues to explore

the mixing of industrial, synthpop and techno worlds. Mix the styles of Gary Numan, KMFDM and New

Order and you will get the sound achieved on "Innuendo." True underground industrial from all

places....Texas! Check out "Break the Ice" and "My House In Order." Please take a moment or two to

read the reviews of "Innuendo" on the page just below. Thanks!
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